
THE LARSEN PIPES is a performative installation about discovery, 
patience and audio feedback: using materials in unexpected ways 
(and falling in love with them) 

watch a short trailer (1’30”) or the full performance (47’) 

THE LARSEN PIPES is about playing with 
the unpredictability of physical phenomena 
such as audio feedback and equilibrium: 
en j oy i ng s l ow s ound and s c en i c 
t rans format ions c reated by smal l 
movements and repetitive gestures.  
 

THE LARSEN PIPES is  a musical instrument 
made of 87 paper tubes, 8 speakers, 7 
microphones, lights and many cables. 
These elements are combined together to 
create sounds and scenic constructions. 

In THE LARSEN PIPES loudspeakers and 
microphones are not just tools used to 
amplify a sound: they are treated and 
celebrated as true musical instruments. 

Sound, l i gh t and movements a re 
connected. They support the visual forms 
created by the elements on stage, 
enhancing but not describing the full 
picture.  

THE LARSEN PIPES  

https://youtu.be/J8Eegafz134
https://youtu.be/ZUK95ycTOsU


 
why LARSEN ? 

  
Søren Absalon Larsen was the physicist who 
discovered the audio feedback,  which in some 
languages is named  after him the Larsen effect. It 
happens when a sound coming from a speaker  is 
captured back by a microphone,  generating an 
exponential growth of loudness. 
Even if it's just a simple sine-wave, audio feedback 
is generally considered as an undesirable mistake 
and a painful experience. 
 My research is about learning how to tame it   
and to accept, and feel at ease, with his 
unpredictability.  

why PIPES ? 

My father was a plumber and I spent my childhood playing with pipes. 
Now I’m fascinated by the shape and the complexity of this object.  
A tube raises balance questions. It has many directions and many dimensions. 
Transports, protects, amplifies. When it falls it never stops rolling. It has a 
rotating innate movement. Since the moment it was made, and even before.  
It delimitates the world of inside and the world of outside: both adhering to 
him in a circular manner, but resonating very differently. 



I’ve been developing THE LARSEN PIPES in the last 3 years in Rotterdam, in 
the attic of Batavierhuis 

The pipes work as resonators, emphasizing a series of harmonics that naturally 
produces a feedback when a speaker and a microphone are placed at the two 
extremities of a pipe.  

The pitch depends on the length of the tube, on the openings of the pipes, on 
the position of the microphone; it’s very unpredictable and that's the exciting 
part of this musical instrument.  

This project started during an artistic residency with the circus project OASI for 
TRAC (Teatri di Residenza Artistica Contemporanea – Teatro Tatà – Taranto).  
I have been inspired by the work of electroacoustic composer Cathy Van Eck, 
who published a research on feedback music; she guided me in the first phases 
of this work.  

In the last years I have learnt how to control dynamically the feedback (using 
compressors, limiters, eq, delays, harmonizers), I developed performing 
gestures that influence the sound by small movements of the pipes and 
microphones and I worked on the spatialization of the sound, positioning pipes 
and speakers in the space and using a quadraphonic sound.  

I collaborated with performing artists (circus, dance, musicians) and performed 
try-outs in Circus festival Diepenheim and 2TO2 Festival at Batavierhuis 
(Rotterdam).  
 

On 21st April 2022 I presented a collaboration with a dancer, a light designer 
and two musicians in the Jurriansezaal of De Doelen (Rotterdam) for the Red 
Sofa serie 

https://www.batavierhuis.nl/
https://www.tracresidenzeteatrali.it/trac/
https://www.cathyvaneck.net/
http://werkplaatsdiepenheim.nl/
https://www.batavierhuis.nl/
https://www.dedoelen.nl/cms_files/File/2104_RedSofaYoung_Programmatoelichting.pdf
https://www.dedoelen.nl/cms_files/File/2104_RedSofaYoung_Programmatoelichting.pdf


My aim is to create a performance that involves (improvising) musicians / 
performers who can play and interact with THE LARSEN PIPES; I’m interested in 
the scenic images and sounds that can be created by moving the pipes in the 
space.  

I see this performance as a slow transformation of a space, from emptiness 
and silence to plenty of resonating pipes creating different forms, lights and 
sounds. Aesthetically my aim is to approach the fragility of feedback in a 
delicate and elegant way; I love the soft beatings coming from the micro-
tuning of the pipes.  

I love playing with the concept of a “wrong sound” and I find very funny that a 
“living” sine-wave, unpredictable and exponentially spreading (almost like 
humans, and viruses) can create so much pain. 



I perform this show with my four great 
artists coming from The Nederlands: 

Jelle Roozenburg on guitar, 

Romain Bly on horns and drums,  

Latisha Sparks (dance)  

Raz Van Isaac (lights designer) 

THE LARSEN PIPES font has been made 
by Giulia Toscano 

This project has been supported by FondspodiumKunsten, Stichting droom en 
daad and has been developed in the last two years in the attic of Batavierhuis. 
Currently I'm applying to several artistic residencies in Europe to continue 
working on this project. 

What do I want to develop further ?  

- how to combine in an organic way an installation, 
a new musical instrument and a performance, 
possibly involving musician/performing artists 

- how to transmit to a performer and to an audience 
the quiet state of mind needed to appreciate the 
subtle sounds 

- can this project be performed everywhere, or is it 
only for resonant spaces? 

- blend the organetto with THE LARSEN PIPES 
- how to involve the audience 
- testing new materials: try metal or plastic pipes 
- work on the lights: use lights that react to music 

parameters, video feedback with mirrors and 
cameras 

- write graphic scores for THE LARSEN PIPES 
and acoustic ensemble 

- make a record of THE LARSEN PIPES 

THE LARSEN PIPES requires a medium big work 
space with the possibility of hanging cables and mics 
to the ceiling with pulleys; once installed the Pipes 
need to stay in place, a shared workplace is not 
suitable.

https://www.batavierhuis.nl/en/batavieren/jelle-roozenburg/
https://musicmeeting.nl/nl/artiest/romain-bly
https://www.sydneydancecompany.com/discover/introducing-latisha-sparks/
https://hola.studio/
https://www.giuliatoscano.it/
http://fondspodiumkunsten.nl/
https://droomendaad.nl/
https://droomendaad.nl/
http://www.batavierhuis.nl/

